Building a Green Society
Culture and Quality of Life

Athens Money Show

Aigli in the Zappeion Gardens, Privé Hall, 1st floor
Sunday, 3 February 2008, 18:00 to 20:00

Programme

Building a “green” society
Dr. Agni Vlavianos Arvanitis
President and Founder, Biopolitics International Organisation

Bio-diplomacy – strategy for peace
Nikos Papadopoulos
Member of the Swedish Parliament, f. President of the World Hellenic Interparliamentary Union

The road to the UN climate conference (COP15) in 2009 in Copenhagen
Tom Norring
Ambassador of Denmark

Culture and the environment
Mikhail Savva
Minister Councillor, Embassy of the Russian Federation

Volunteerism, diplomacy and commerce in the service of bio-culture
Ioannis Tzen
KEDR Bank Official Representative for Greece and Europe, f. Minister Plenipotentiary of the Greek Embassy in Rome

Health and the environment
Dr. Spyros Spyrou
Deputy Chairman, Erythros Stavros General Hospital

Current concepts in clean energy
Harris Andrianos
Operations Manager, ELIN BIOFUELS

The environment and local administration
Fotis Melas
Mayor of Keratsini

Elias Zacharopoulos
Chairman of the Municipal Council of Neo Psychico